Biological effects of α-adrenergic phentolamine on erythrocyte hemeprotein: Molecular insights from biorecognition behavior, protein dynamics and flexibility.
Phentolamine is one of the most representative nonselective α-adrenoreceptor blocking agents, which have been proved to be owned various pharmacological actions. Unfortunately, whether erythrocytes in the veins intervene in biological behaviors of such drug are largely obscured. With the aid of multiple biophysical techniques, this scenario was to detailed explore the potential biorecognition between phentolamine and the hemeprotein in the cytosol of erythrocytes, and the influences of dynamic characters of protein during the bioreaction. Steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence data manifested that the biomolecular recognition of phentolamine by hemeprotein was processed through the biopolymer-drug adduct with a moderate strength of 104M-1. Such procedure causes a reduction in fluorescence intensity of the aromatic tryptophan (Trp) residues, and the R-T transition of the globular protein occurred concurrently. Circular dichroism demonstrated the conclusions of fluorescence essays, viz. biorecognition can induce fairly structural transformation (self-regulation) of protein conformation. Furthermore, one could find that a specific domain for phentolamine is located at the polypeptide chains α1β2 interface, and hydrogen bonds, π-conjugated and hydrophobic effects are discovered to be held the lowest energy state of the biomacromolecule-drug biosystem, which overtly matches the outcomes of wet experiments. Meanwhile, several crucial residues such as Trp-37 and Arg-40 were confirmed to have directly noncovalent interactions with phentolamine, and the effect of the heme group on the biomolecule-drug recognition is minimal. Further analyses of molecular dynamics simulation supported that the inherent protein flexibility may notably elicit alterations in some key noncovalent bonds between biomacromolecule and drug during the dynamic biointeraction, which might primarily be attributed to the torsion of drug structure and the conformational changes of essential residues. Undoubtedly, this research will not only help to thoroughly unearth the pharmacological profiles of phentolamine, but to elaborate the impacts of the intrinsic features (i.e. dynamics and flexibility) of critically cellular proteins on the biological conducts of active α-adrenergic blockers.